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Target success in the Cambridge National Certificate in
Information Technologies with this essential classroom
resource that will develop students' understanding of
data, build their transferable skills and knowledge to
become confident users of technology and help them
prepare for the external assessment. Builds students'
knowledge through clearly focused content and activities
to assess understanding and aid progression Prepares
your students for the examined assessment with
opportunities to test and consolidate understanding
Provides students with contexts to apply digital
technology skills
This book is a concise and lucid introduction to computer
oriented numerical methods with well-chosen graphical
illustrations that give an insight into the mechanism of
various methods. The book develops computational
algorithms for solving non-linear algebraic equation, sets
of linear equations, curve-fitting, integration,
differentiation, and solving ordinary differential equations.
OUTSTANDING FEATURES • Elementary presentation
of numerical methods using computers for solving a
variety of problems for students who have only basic
level knowledge of mathematics. • Geometrical
illustrations used to explain how numerical algorithms
are evolved. • Emphasis on implementation of numerical
algorithm on computers. • Detailed discussion of IEEE
standard for representing floating point numbers. •
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Algorithms derived and presented using a simple English
based structured language. • Truncation and rounding
errors in numerical calculations explained. • Each
chapter starts with learning goals and all methods
illustrated with numerical examples. • Appendix gives
pointers to open source libraries for numerical
computation.
Please note this title is suitable for any student studying:
Exam Board: AQA Level: GCSE Subject: Mathematics
First teaching: September 2015 First exams: June 2017
AQA GCSE Maths, Foundation Student Book has been
approved by AQA and specially written by a team of
maths experts for the Foundation tier of AQA's 2015
GCSE specification. Designed to fully support the new
style of assessment, the book adopts a clear style to
focus on delivering exam success via the careful
development of fluency and problem solving practice.
Powered by MyMaths the book links directly to the ever
popular web site offering students a further source of
appropriate support.
Unicorn Coloring Book For Kids Age 4-8100 completely
unique unicorn coloring pages for kids ages 4-8!Unicorns
are so much fun to color because they lead such
interesting, magical lives! They meet princesses,
dragons and mermaids. They visit castles and enchanted
woodlands, fly through stars and rainbow skies and even
wind up in the Land of Sweets! Share the fun and magic
of unicorns with a special child! This coloring book is a
great non-screen activity to stimulate a child's creativity
and imagination. It makes a perfect gift!About this
unicorn coloring book: - Contains 100 completely unique
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coloring pages. There are NO duplicate images in this
book.- The pages are single-sided to prevent bleedthrough, and so that pages can be removed and
displayed without losing an image on the back.- We have
carefully designed each page to be entertaining and
suitable for children in the 4 to 8 year-old age range. We
have avoided overly-intricate designs as well as overlysimplistic ones. We believe children of this age love
coloring fun scenes that fire up their imaginations, not a
book full of simple shapes.- The pages are a nice, large
8.5x11 size
The United States is increasingly dependent on
information and information technology for both civilian
and military purposes, as are many other nations.
Although there is a substantial literature on the potential
impact of a cyberattack on the societal infrastructure of
the United States, little has been written about the use of
cyberattack as an instrument of U.S. policy.
Cyberattacks--actions intended to damage adversary
computer systems or networks--can be used for a variety
of military purposes. But they also have application to
certain missions of the intelligence community, such as
covert action. They may be useful for certain domestic
law enforcement purposes, and some analysts believe
that they might be useful for certain private sector
entities who are themselves under cyberattack. This
report considers all of these applications from an
integrated perspective that ties together technology,
policy, legal, and ethical issues. Focusing on the use of
cyberattack as an instrument of U.S. national policy,
Technology, Policy, Law and Ethics Regarding U.S.
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Acquisition and Use of Cyberattack Capabilities explores
important characteristics of cyberattack. It describes the
current international and domestic legal structure as it
might apply to cyberattack, and considers analogies to
other domains of conflict to develop relevant insights. Of
special interest to the military, intelligence, law
enforcement, and homeland security communities, this
report is also an essential point of departure for
nongovernmental researchers interested in this rarely
discussed topic.
Discusses the best methods of learning, describing how
rereading and rote repetition are counterproductive and
how such techniques as self-testing, spaced retrieval,
and finding additional layers of information in new
material can enhance learning.
Told with humor and heart, The Boy at the Back of the
Class offers a child's perspective on the refugee crisis,
highlighting the importance of friendship and kindness in
a world that doesn't always make sense. There used to
be an empty chair at the back of Mrs. Khan's classroom,
but on the third Tuesday of the school year a new kid fills
it: nine-year-old Ahmet, a Syrian refugee. The whole
class is curious about this new boy--he doesn't seem to
smile, and he doesn't talk much. But after learning that
Ahmet fled a Very Real War and was separated from his
family along the way, a determined group of his
classmates bands together to concoct the Greatest Idea
in the World--a magnificent plan to reunite Ahmet with
his loved ones. This accessible, kid-friendly story about
the refugee crisis highlights the community-changing
potential of standing as an ally and reminds readers that
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everyone deserves a place to call home. "This moving
and timely debut novel tells an enlightening,
empowering, and ultimately hopeful story about how
compassion and a willingness to speak out can change
the world." --School Library Journal, Starred Review
Overall Winner of the 2019 UK Waterstones Children's
Book Prize Winner of the 2019 UK Blue Peter Book
Award A CLIP Carnegie Medal Children's Book Award
Nominee
In Fibonacci's Field, Lonely and Chalk Rabbit meet,
snuggle together and then spend a year trying to cope
with their ever-increasing brood and the seasonal
changes that bring a new challenge each month.
Presented in calendar format with one pop-up illustration
and other special features.
This book presents an analysis of the correlation
between the mind and the body, a complex topic of study
and discussion by scientists and philosophers. Drawing
largely on neuroscience and philosophy, the author
utilizes the scientific method and incorporates lessons
learned from a vast array of sources. Based on the most
recent cutting-edge scientific discoveries on the MindBody problem, Tomasi presents a full examination of
multiple fields related to neuroscience. The volume offers
a scientist-based and student-friendly journey into
medicine, psychology, artificial intelligence, embodied
cognition, and social, ecological and anthropological
models of perception, to discover our truest self.
Brought to an American audience for the first time, How I
Wish I'd Taught Maths is the story of an experienced and
successful math teacher's journey into the world of
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research, and how it has entirely transformed his
classroom.
This book covers one-digit, two-digit, and three-digit
addition. Readers will learn about partial sums,
regrouping, and place value. Add money, time, and key
words too.
Are you raising entrepreneurial kids? Every parent wants
their kid to have a happy and successful future. The
problem is they aren't sure how to prepare them for this
rapidly evolving world. Life used to be easy. Go to
school, pass your exams, get a good job and the rest
flows from there. Today it's not so simple. The concept of
work is changing. Chances are, your kid won't get a job,
they will create one. Now more than ever,
entrepreneurial skills are fundamental to their prosperity
and wellbeing. Schools don't teach these skills; will you?
This book introduces the four pillars of raising
entrepreneurial kids: mindset, skills, experiences and
coaching, to ensure they thrive whatever their future
holds. It will equip you to: - Instil a mindset of positivity
and resourcefulness - Explore opportunities to learn
invaluable skills - Discover eye-opening experiences
among the everyday - Develop new ways of thinking and
overcoming obstacles - Learn from inspiring people and
be the best role model possible How to Raise
Entrepreneurial Kids is packed with thought-provoking,
actionable ideas to have fun exploring the concepts with
your family.

This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important, and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it. This work was
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reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as
true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you
will see the original copyright references, library
stamps (as most of these works have been housed
in our most important libraries around the world), and
other notations in the work. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body
of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact,
this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. We appreciate your support
of the preservation process, and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant.
These simple math secrets and tricks will forever
change how you look at the world of numbers.
Secrets of Mental Math will have you thinking like a
math genius in no time. Get ready to amaze your
friends—and yourself—with incredible calculations you
never thought you could master, as renowned
“mathemagician” Arthur Benjamin shares his
techniques for lightning-quick calculations and
amazing number tricks. This book will teach you to
do math in your head faster than you ever thought
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possible, dramatically improve your memory for
numbers, and—maybe for the first time—make
mathematics fun. Yes, even you can learn to do
seemingly complex equations in your head; all you
need to learn are a few tricks. You’ll be able to
quickly multiply and divide triple digits, compute with
fractions, and determine squares, cubes, and roots
without blinking an eye. No matter what your age or
current math ability, Secrets of Mental Math will
allow you to perform fantastic feats of the mind
effortlessly. This is the math they never taught you in
school.
Collins New GCSE Maths Homework Books are
excellent companions to Collins New GCSE Maths
Student Books. Following the familiar structure and
layout of the Student Book, the Homework Book
provides extensive practice of all the elements of the
new curriculum at Grades G to C to ensure that your
students achieve the best grades in mathematics.
Collins New GCSE Maths EDEXCEL Linear
Homework Book Foundation 1 is written by
experienced teachers and examiners, and provides
comprehensive practice for all the topics covered in
Collins New GCSE Maths EDEXCEL Linear Student
Book Foundation 1. It fully supports your students in
learning the new 2010 GCSE Maths
EDEXCELspecification and will ensure that they
achieve the best grades: * Provide excellent
additional practice for all topics covered in the
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Student Book with brand-new questions not found in
the Student Book * Enable students to assess their
own progress through each chapter with familiar
colour-coded grades in every exercise * Extend
students' thinking and problem-solving skills with
open-ended investigative tasks at the end of every
chapter * Assess students' work with answers to
homework questions conveniently located in Collins
New GCSE Maths [EDEXCEL Linear Teacher's
Pack Foundation 1 * Give students easy reference to
the clear explanations and examples in their
textbooks with a free CD-ROM of Collins New GCSE
Maths EDEXCEL Linear Student Book Foundation 1
with every Homework Book
A student-friendly and engaging resource for the
2016 Edexcel GCSE Geography B specification, this
brand new course is written to match the demands of
the specification. As well as providing thorough and
rigorous coverage of the spec, this book is designed
to engage students in their learning and to motivate
them to progress.
Seeing her as more than just a friend would drive my
heart wild, she is special to me in every way let's call
her Jana she has no idea what she makes me feel
inside. I have known her a little over two years but
feels like forever even when we talk every day and
it's not like we haven't planned to see each other
again it has been in my mind to finally be in love with
a woman and she's the closest to my heart for years.
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Jana and I have the same thoughts also beliefs of a
happy couple, no she's never been with another
woman, so this is my chance to show her the love I
feel but take it slowly and thoughtful as possible. I
believe Jana can be happy with the right person as
though it might be scary at first but what woman isn't
when they go for someone new? This is my story of
how my happiness to Jana Johnson was worth it. My
name is Angel Knight and I'll be guiding you to
beginning and end.
Labour welfare constitutes the provision of service
facilities, amenities as it helps in creating healthy
and congenial environment. The Government of
India evinced interest in the welfare programmes
introduced for labour in their ordinance, ammunition
and other factories engaged in production.
Exam Board: Edexcel Level & Subject: GCSE Maths
First teaching: September 2015 First exams: June
2017 Endorsed by Edexcel
What types of instructional experiences help K-8
students learn science with understanding? What do
science educators, teachers, teacher leaders,
science specialists, professional development staff,
curriculum designers, and school administrators
need to know to create and support such
experiences? Ready, Set, Science! guides the way
with an account of the groundbreaking and
comprehensive synthesis of research into teaching
and learning science in kindergarten through eighth
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grade. Based on the recently released National
Research Council report Taking Science to School:
Learning and Teaching Science in Grades K-8, this
book summarizes a rich body of findings from the
learning sciences and builds detailed cases of
science educators at work to make the implications
of research clear, accessible, and stimulating for a
broad range of science educators. Ready, Set,
Science! is filled with classroom case studies that
bring to life the research findings and help readers to
replicate success. Most of these stories are based
on real classroom experiences that illustrate the
complexities that teachers grapple with every day.
They show how teachers work to select and design
rigorous and engaging instructional tasks, manage
classrooms, orchestrate productive discussions with
culturally and linguistically diverse groups of
students, and help students make their thinking
visible using a variety of representational tools. This
book will be an essential resource for science
education practitioners and contains information that
will be extremely useful to everyone
Ã¯Â¿Â½including parents Ã¯Â¿Â½directly or
indirectly involved in the teaching of science.
This study guide helps prepare students for all five
key subject areas of the GED: writing, reading, social
studies, math, and science, and offers information on
new topics, such as space study, business
documents, and number grids. Also included: - Two
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full-length practice tests modeled on the official GED
test-plus a free online test! - Answer keys with
helpful explanations - Complete information covering
the GED application process and what to expect on
the exam
Making the leap to Cambridge IGCSE can be a
challenge - this brand new course leads learners
smoothly through all three stages of Cambridge
Secondary 1 Chemistry up to Cambridge Checkpoint
and beyond, with crucial rigour built in from the
outset so they can dive into Cambridge IGCSE
Science study with confidence.
This book focuses on issues related to mathematics
teaching and learning resources, including
mathematics textbooks, teacher guides, student
learning and assessment materials, and online
resources. The book highlights various theoretical
and methodological approaches used to study
teaching and learning resources, and addresses the
areas of resources, teachers, and students at an
international level. As for the resources, the book
examines the role textbooks and other curricular or
learning resources play in mathematics teaching,
learning, and assessment. It asks questions such as:
Could we consider different types of textbooks and
roles they play in teaching and learning? How does
the digitalization of information and communication
affect these roles? What are defining features of etextbooks, and how could we characterize the
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differences between the traditional textbooks and etextbooks? As for the teachers, the book discusses
the relationships between teachers’ individual and
collective resources, and the way in which we could
model such relationships. Specific questions
addressed are: What is the role of teachers in
developing textbooks and other teaching and
learning materials? What are the relationships
between resource designers and users? What are
the consequences of these changing roles and
relationships for the teaching of mathematics, and
for teacher knowledge and professional
development? As for the students, the book explores
how students, as well as their teachers, interact
through resources. It raises and addresses
questions such as: What are the effects of modern
ICT (particularly internet) on students’ use and the
design of resources? How do changing patterns of
use and design affect student behaviour, learning,
and relationships to the subject of mathematics?
KS3 Maths Progression Workbooks offer extra
practice of key content, along with progression
checkers at the end of each Unit and plenty of
dynamic student support. Hundreds of extra practice
questions at different levels of difficulty: Mastery,
Strengthen and Extend Guided questions with
partially worked solutions, hints and QR codes
linking to worked example videos give students
crucial support Progression checkers at the end of
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each Unit encourage students to take ownership of
their learning, and allows them to track their
progress as they work through the book.
A photocopiable GCSE workbook of questions and
answers, written for teachers. There are 84
photocopiable sheets of exercises for pupils to use
with the teacher's guidance. Wherever possible,
questions have been graded according to their
degree of difficulty.
Our bestselling AQA GCSE French course has been
updated for the 2016 specification. This course
offers brand new content, helping to develop the
productive skills students need to manipulate
language confidently and to prepare thoroughly for
their exam. Its differentiated approach supports your
mixed-ability classes, facilitating co-teaching.
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